Relative measurements of the photoionization by line absorption in caesium vapor with and without foreign gases were made by the space-charge method.
The collision of an excited atom with a foreign gas will change the probability of ionization, and the simplest case is when the collision reduces the probability to zero. Then, if E is the probability of ionization in pure caesium vapor at a fixed vapor pressure and E p the probability of ionization with a foreign gas at a partial pressure, p, the probability of collision of an excited atom with the foreign gas is P= E -E v En
More generally the collision will change the probability of ionization from E to E f and
We use as before the neutralizing effect of positive ions on a thermionic current limited by negative space charge to measure the photoionization.
Curves of photoionization as a function of wave length are obtained in pure caesium and in caesium with a foreign gas.
The gas reduces the amplification factor of the space-charge tube by an unknown amount, but we can safely assume that the presence of gas does not change the number of ions produced by direct ionization by wave lengths shorter than the series limit (3, 184 As it has a smaller effect on the space-charge effect, a wider pressure range could be studied. Figure 3 gives the relative l/p in mm 33, p. 309; 1929. 
